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Infrared Themography
• Infrared Thermography Cameras
– Shortwave Infrared Camera (SW)
– Midwave Infrared Camera (MW)
– Longwave Infrared Camera (LW)
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Infrared Camera 
• FLIR® T1030sc Camera Specifications
– 1024 X 768 Thermal Pixels 
– High Speed Interface (30Hz, 120Hz, 480Hz)
– NETD <20mK
– LW Spectral Range (7.5 -14 micrometer)
– Uncooled Microbolometer Detector





• Wien’s Law (Differentiating Plank’s Law)




• Infrared Radiation Sources (Absorbtion/Emittance, Reflection, & Transmission)
1 OR      1
• Black Body (only theoretical)
OR      1
• Gray Body (only theoretical)
• White Body (only theoretical)
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• Real Body
0 / 1 AND        0 1 AND          0 1
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Industrial Applications & Advantages
Thermography Applications:
• Electrical Equipment
• Civil Structures (e.g. insulation, water leaks, etc.)
• Boilers and Steam Systems
• Engines and Power Production
• Mechanical Equipment (e.g. gears, bearing, etc.)
• Surveillance and Security





• Fast and detailed
Certified Thermographer (category I, II, III):
• ANSI/ASNT CP-105 and CP-189
• DIN EN ISO 9712
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Application 1: Ice Thermal Conductivity
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Application 1: Ice Thermal Conductivity Cont.
• Thermal Diffusion is governed Heat Equation
• Forward Time Central Space (FTCS) Discretization using Finite Difference 
Method can be used to solve the above equation.
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Application 1: Ice Thermal Conductivity Cont.
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Application 2: Required Insulation index (IREQ)
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Application 2: Req. Insulation index (IREQ) Cont.
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Before Cold Room Insider Cold Room  After Cold Room 
Application 2: Req. Insulation index (IREQ) Cont.
• Required Clothing Insulation index (IREQ)
	
• *IREQ Value of Winter Jacket = 392 Clo 
• *IREQ Value of Summer Jacket = 276 Clo
• *IREQ Value of Sweater = 224 Clo
• *IREQ Value of T-Shirt = 125 Clo
*relative required clothing insulation index
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Application 3: Tensile Tests of Steel
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Application 3: Tensile Tests of Steel Cont.
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